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Abstract. We extend the theory of maximal traces of pointed non-
deterministic coalgebras by providing an automata-based characterisa-
tion of the set of maximal traces for nite such coalgebras. We then con-
sider linear coalgebraic temporal logics interpreted over non-deterministic
coalgebras, and show how to reduce the model checking problem for such
logics to the problem of deciding the winner in a regular two-player game.
Our approach is inspired by the automata-theoretic approach to model
checking Linear Temporal Logic over transition systems.
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1 Introduction
A coalgebraic version of the well-established notion of trace of a state in a
transition system was dened in [4] for coalgebras of type P  F or P+  F,
with P : Set ! Set (P+ : Set ! Set) the (non-empty) powerset functor and
F : Set ! Set a polynomial functor. This was extended in [2] to coalgebras of
type T  F, with F : C ! C an endofunctor and T : C ! C a monad that
distributes suitably over F. Here we return to the setting of [4] and provide an
automata-based characterisation of the traces of a pointed P+  F-coalgebra.
Coalgebra automata were introduced in [8] as devices that accept pointed
coalgebras. For a weak pullback preserving functor F, any pointed F-coalgebra
X = (X;;x0) with nite carrier denes a deterministic F-automaton accept-
ing precisely the pointed F-coalgebras that are bisimilar to X. The key idea
underlying this paper is to view a nite, pointed P+  F-coalgebra X not as a
deterministic P+ F-automaton, but as a non-deterministic F-automaton. Our
rst result provides a characterisation of the set of traces of X as those elements
of the nal F-coalgebra that are accepted by this automaton.
The second part of the paper exploits this insight in order to obtain a de-
cision procedure for model-checking the coalgebraic counterparts of linear tem-
poral logic. Such logics arise as certain fragments of the path-based coalgebraic
temporal logics dened in [2], and are interpreted over coalgebras of type P+F.
Specically, we consider logics whose formulas are of the form ', with ' a for-
mula of a coalgebraic xed point logic determined by a set  of predicate liftings
for the functor F. The formula ' requires all traces of a state in a P+  F-
coalgebra to satisfy the property expressed by '. We dene a regular two-player2
graph game for deciding whether a formula ' as above holds in some trace of a
nite pointed P+  F-coalgebra X, by combining the -automaton induced by
' (as dened in [3]) with the non-deterministic F-automaton induced by X.
Our approach is inspired by the automata-theoretic approach to model-
checking Linear Temporal Logic [7]. This exploits the observation that both
the models and the formulas to be checked can be represented as B uchi au-
tomata. Then, checking a formula against a model amounts to verifying that the
product of the model automaton (whose runs correspond to possible traces of
the model) with the automaton induced by the negation of the formula to be
veried (which accepts precisely those traces that violate the original formula)
does not accept any trace. In our setting, the automata-based characterisation
of the traces of pointed P+F-coalgebras is not directly useful, as our model au-
tomaton is an F-automaton whereas our formula automaton is a -automaton.
However, our approach is similar in nature: we dene a regular game G6=;(X;A)
for every nite, pointed P+F-coalgebra X and every -automaton A, with the
crucial property that G6=;(X;A) admits a winning strategy for 9 precisely when
X contains a trace that is accepted by A. This constitutes our second result.
2 Preliminaries
Graph Games A graph game played by two players 9 and 8 is a tuple G =
(B9;B8;E;Win) where B = B9[B8 is the disjoint union of positions owned by
9 and respectively 8, E  B  B indicates the allowed moves, and Win  B!.
A play in G is a nite or innite sequence of positions (b0;b1;:::) such that
(bi;bi+1) 2 E for all i. A nite play is lost by the player who cannot move,
whereas an innite play (b0;b1;:::) is won by 9 if and only if (b0;b1;:::) 2 Win.
A strategy in G for a player P 2 f9;8g is a function that maps plays that
end in a position b 2 BP to a position b0 2 B such that (b;b0) 2 E. Intuitively, a
strategy determines a player's next move, depending on the history of the play. A
strategy for player P is said to be (i) history-free when next moves only depend
on the current position, and (ii) winning from position b 2 B if P wins all plays
(b0;b1;:::) with b0 = b when playing according to that strategy.
A graph game is called regular if there exists an !-regular language L over a
nite alphabet C and a map col : B ! C such that Win = f(b0;b1;:::) 2 B! j
col(b0)col(b1)::: 2 Lg. A parity game is a graph game whose winning condition is
dened using a parity map 
 : B ! ! with nite range, by Win = f(b0;b1;:::) j
maxfk j k = 
(bi) for innitely many i 2 ! g is eveng. Any regular game can
be transformed into an equivalent parity game [6]. Regular games are determined,
that is, either 9 or 8 has a winning strategy from any given position. In addition,
parity games admit history-free winning strategies.
Maximal Traces and Executions A denition of innite traces for coalgebras
of type P F or P+ F with F a polynomial endofunctor (i.e. constructed from
identity and constant functors using products, coproducts and exponents) was
given in [4]. This was generalised in [2], where it was shown how to dene, for a3
coalgebra (X;) of type T  F with F : C ! C an endofunctor and T : C ! C
an ane monad that distributes over F via a distributive law  : FT =) TF,
a maximal trace map tr : X ! T(Z) as well as a maximal execution map
exec : X ! T(ZX)1. Here, Z is the carrier of the nal F-coalgebra (Z;),
and ZX is the carrier of the nal X  F-coalgebra (ZX;X). The states of Z
and ZX represent potential maximal traces, respectively executions. In addition
to the information provided by a trace, an execution also records the states
visited, including the initial state. The maximal trace (execution) map then
assigns to each state in X a suitably-structured collection of traces (respectively
executions). For T = P+, this collection is structured as a set.
Example 1. 1. Let T = P+ and F = A  Id. That is, T  F-coalgebras are la-
belled transition systems with the additional requirement that each state has
at least one successor2. In this case, the potential maximal traces (elements
of the nal A  Id-coalgebra) are given by innite sequences of elements of
A. Also, for a P+F-coalgebra (X;), the potential maximal executions are
given by innite sequences of the form x0a0x1a1 ::: with xi 2 X and ai 2 A
for i 2 !. The maximal execution map tr : X ! P+(Z) assigns to each
state x0 2 X, the set of computation paths (innite sequences x0a0x1a1 :::
with (ai;xi+1) 2 (xi) for i 2 !) originating in x0. Also, the maximal trace
map assigns to each state x0, the set of innite sequences of elements of A
that appear in computation paths starting in x0.
2. By changing F to 1 + A  Id with 1 = fg, one moves to labelled transition
systems with explicit termination (with the same restriction as above). This
time, the potential maximal traces and executions also include nite ones of
the form a0a1 :::an, and respectively x0a0x1 :::anxn+1.
3. Taking F = A+IdId results in maximal executions for a P+F-coalgebra
(X;) being given by (possibly innite) binary trees whose nodes (including
any leaves) are labelled by states of X, and whose leaves (if any) are labelled
by elements of A. As before, maximal traces can be obtained from maximal
executions by removing the labelings with elements of X from the nodes.
For T = P+, the trace map of [2] is given by:
tr(x) = fz 2 Z j i(z) 2 i(x) for all i 2 !g (1)
where (Z;(i : Z ! Fi1)i2!) denes the limit of the nal sequence of F, and
where the maps i : X ! P+(Fi1) are dened by induction on i:
{ 0 = 1!X : X ! P+1, where  : Id =) P+ denotes the unit of the monad
P+, and !X : X ! 1 is the unique map from X to the one-element set 1,
{ i+1 = F i+11  P+F i1  P+Fi   : X ! P+(Fi+11) for i 2 !, where
 : P+  P+ =) P+ denotes the multiplication of the monad P+.
1 Some additional assumptions on F and T were needed in loc. cit., including preser-
vation of certain !
op
-limits by F and X  F.
2 This restriction is typical in logics such as CTL*, where it allows the denition of a
notion of computation path that only accounts for innite computations.4
Thus, the elements of tr(x) are given by innite sequences (zi)i2! with zi 2
i(x) for i 2 !. Here, the elements of Fi1 are to be thought of as nite approxi-
mations of maximal traces, and the maps i can be regarded as nite approxi-
mations of the trace map.
An equivalent denition of the trace map when T = P+ and when the dis-
tributive law  : FP+ =) P+F arises via relation lifting is given in [4]. For a
relation hr1;r2i : R  X  Y , the relation Rel(F)(R)  FX  FY is obtained
using the epi-mono factorisation of hF(r1);F(r2)i as follows:
F(R) // //
hF(r1);F(r2)i ''
Rel(F)(R) 

F(X)  F(Y )
Then, when xing  : FP+ =) P+F to be given by:
a 2 X(u) i (a;u) 2 Rel(F)(2X) (2)
with 2X  X  P+X the membership relation, the trace map tr : X ! P+Z
associated to a P+  F-coalgebra (X;) can be dened by exploiting the obser-
vation that the following set carries F-coalgebra structure:
U := f(ui)i2! 2
Y
i2!
FiX j (ui+1;ui) 2 Bi for i 2 !g
where the relations Bi  Fi+1X  FiX are dened inductively by:
{ B0 := f(y;x) 2 FX  X j y 2 (x)g,
{ Bi+1 := Rel(F)(Bi) for i 2 !.
Specically, [4] shows the existence of an isomorphism ' : U  ! FU, with
U  := f(ui+1)i2! j (ui)i2! 2 Ug. This, in turn, yields an F-coalgebra structure
 : U ! FU on U:
U
hi+1ii2!// U 
'
'
// FU
The trace map tr : X ! P+Z is now given by:
tr(x) = fz 2 Z j z =!U(u) for some u 2 U with 0(u) = xg (3)
where !U : (U;) ! (Z;) is the unique F-coalgebra homomorphism arising from
the nality of (Z;).
Path-Based Coalgebraic Temporal Logics The path-based coalgebraic tem-
poral logics dened in [2] are interpreted over coalgebras of type T  F, with T
and F as before, and are parameterised by sets  and F of monotone predicate
liftings for the endofunctors T and F, respectively. In [2], a (unary)3 predicate
3 To simplify the presentation, we assume all predicate liftings to be either unary or
nullary; however, our results hold for predicate liftings with arbitrary nite arities.5
lifting for an endofunctor F : C ! C is taken to be a natural transformation
 : P =) P  F, with P : C ! Set a subfunctor of ^ P  U, ^ P : Set ! Set
op
the
contravariant powerset functor, and U : C ! Set mapping a state space to its
underlying set. The syntax and semantics of path-based coalgebraic temporal
logics are summarised next.
Denition 2 ([2]). Let  and F denote sets of monotone predicate liftings
for T and F, respectively. The language L ::= L
F
 (U;V) over a 2-sorted set
(U;V) of propositional variables (with sorts for paths and respectively states) is
dened by the following grammar:
LF 3 ' ::= tt j  j q j  j ' ^ ' j ' _ ' j [F]' j q:'
L 3  ::= tt j  j p j []' j  ^  j  _ 
where q 2 U, p 2 V,  2 f;g, F 2 F and  2 .
That is, path formulas ' are built from propositional variables q and state for-
mulas  using positive boolean operators, modal operators [F] and xpoint op-
erators, while state formulas  are built from atomic propositions p and modal
formulas []' using positive boolean operators.
Such languages are interpreted over pairs consisting of a T  F-coalgebra
(X;) and a 2-sorted valuation V : (U;V) ! (PZX;PX) (interpreting path
and state variables as sets of maximal executions and respectively of states), by
making use of the maximal execution map exec : X ! TZX.
Denition 3 ([2]). Given a T F-coalgebra (X;) and a 2-sorted valuation V :
(U;V) ! (PZX;PX), the semantics L'M;V 2 PZX of path formulas ' 2 LF
and JK;V 2 PX of state formulas  2 L is dened by:
LqM;V = V (q)
LM;V = P(1  X)(JK;V )
L[F]'M;V = (P(2  X)  (F)ZX)(L'M;V )
Lq:'M;V = lfp((');V
q )
Lq:'M;V = gfp((');V
q )
JpK;V = V (p)
J[]'K;V = (Pexec  ZX)(L'M;V )
and the usual clauses for the boolean operators, where, for q 2 U, (');V
q :
PX ! PX denotes the monotone map dened by (');V
q (Y ) = L'M;V 0 with
V 0(p) = V (p) for p 2 V, V 0(q) = Y and V 0(r) = V (r) for r 2 U, r 6= q, whereas
lfp( ) and gfp( ) construct least and respectively greatest xpoints.
Thus, a maximal execution satises a state formula  (regarded as a path for-
mula) precisely when the rst state of that execution (obtained by applying 1
X : ZX ! X) satises . The F-coalgebra structure 2X : ZX ! FZX on the
set of maximal executions is used to dene when an execution satises the path6
formula [F]'. Finally, to obtain the set of states satisfying the state formula
[]', with ' a path formula, one uses the map PZX
()ZX // PTZX
Pexec // PX
to go from a set of maximal executions (those satisfying ') to a set of states.
In what follows, we restrict attention to coalgebras over Set and take U =
Id and P = ^ P. Moreover, we only consider the case T = P+ and take  =
fg with  : ^ P =) ^ P  P+ given by ()X(Y ) = PY . In this case, one
can consider a fragment of the above language where atomic propositions p 2
V are regarded as path formulas (and hold on a path if they hold in its rst
state), and where state formulas can only be of the form ' with ' a path
formula, and can not be viewed as path formulas. This yields what we call linear
coalgebraic temporal logics for P+  F-coalgebras, where the linearity pertains
to the branching structure arising from the presence of P+: the state formula
' requires all maximal executions from a particular state to satisfy the path
formula '. The syntax of such a fragment is thus parameterised by a choice F
of monotone predicate liftings for the functor F, and can be described as follows:
' ::= tt j  j q j p j ' ^ ' j ' _ ' j [F]' j q:'
 ::= '
The semantics inherited by this fragment provides, for each pair consisting of a
P+  F-coalgebra (X;) and a 2-sorted valuation V : (U;V) ! (PZX;PX), an
interpretation of path formulas as subsets of ZX, and an interpretation of state
formulas as subsets of X. In particular, the interpretation of atomic propositions
p 2 V is given by LpM;V = P(1  X)(V (p)).
Two observations are now worth making. Firstly, the use of the nal X F-
coalgebra (ZX;X) in dening the semantics of path formulas is not needed
anymore: since state formulas cannot be viewed as path formulas, the nal F-
coalgebra would suce. Secondly, the syntax of path formulas is that of the
coalgebraic -calculus considered in [3], after regarding propositional variables in
V as nullary modal operators. Based on these observations, the above syntactic
fragment can be given an equivalent semantics that makes direct use of the
semantics of the coalgebraic -calculus (as given in [3]). This is achieved by
regarding a pair consisting of a P+F-coalgebra with carrier X and a valuation
of type V ! PX as a coalgebra of P+(PV F), and by viewing the elements of
V [F as predicate liftings for the functor PV F: an atomic proposition p 2 V
yields a nullary predicate lifting p : 1 =) ^ P(PV  F) for PV  F given by
(p)X = f(P;y) 2 PVFX j p 2 Pg, whereas a predicate lifting F : ^ P =) ^ PF
for F yields the predicate lifting ^ P2  F : ^ P =) ^ P(PV  F) for PV  F.
The next result gives an equivalent semantics for the linear fragments of
path-based coalgebraic temporal logics, solely in terms of maximal trace maps:
Proposition 4. Let (ZPV;PV) denote the nal PV  F-coalgebra, let (X;)
be an arbitrary PV  (P+  F)-coalgebra (incorporating a P+  F-coalgebra and
a valuation of type V ! P(X)), and let (X; ~ ) be the P+  (PV  F)-coalgebra
given by stPV;F  , where stPV;F : PV  (P+  F) =) P+  (PV  F) is the7
strength of the monad P+:
X
 // PV  P+(FX)
stPV;FX // P+(PV  FX)
Then x j= ' i z j=PV ' for all z 2 tr~ (x), where j=PV is the satisfaction
relation between states of (ZPV;PV) and variable-free formulas of the coalgebraic
-calculus induced by V [F, and tr~  : X ! P+ZPV is the trace map of (X; ~ ).
Example 5. 1. Let F = A  Id and F = fa j a 2 Ag [ fg, with the predicate
liftings a : 1 =) ^ P  (A  Id) for a 2 A and : ^ P =) ^ P  (A  Id) being
given by (a)X() = fag  X and ()X(Y ) = A  Y . This yields a linear
temporal logic for P+  (A  Id)-coalgebras, with, for example, the formula
X:(a_X) stating that the label a occurs along every trace of a pointed
P+  (A  Id)-coalgebra.
2. For F = 1+AId, one can obtain a logic that also talks about termination by
extending a variant of the previous set of predicate liftings with the nullary
predicate lifting ? : 1 =) ^ P  (1 + A  Id) given by (?)X() = f1()g.
In the resulting logic, the formula X:(? _X) states that all maximal
executions of a pointed P+  (1 + A  Id)-coalgebra are nite ones.
3. For F = A+IdId, a natural choice for F is the set fa j a 2 Ag[f[1];[2]g,
with the predicate liftings a : 1 =) ^ P(A+IdId) for a 2 A and 1;2 :
^ P =) ^ P  (A + Id  Id) being given by (a)X() = f1(a)g, (1)X(Y ) =
2(Y X) and (2)X(Y ) = 2(X Y ). In the resulting temporal logic, the
formula X:(a _ [1]X _ [2]X) requires all maximal traces of a pointed
P+  (A + Id  Id)-coalgebra to have a leaf labelled by a.
Linear coalgebraic temporal logics can thus be viewed as coalgebraic generalisa-
tions of Linear Temporal Logic [7]. In what follows, we consider P+F-coalgebras
instead of P+(PV F)-coalgebras, and assume that the interpretation for any
atomic propositions has already been incorporated into the functor F.
Coalgebra Automata We now recall the various coalgebraic notions of au-
tomaton that are required for the subsequent development. The denitions that
follow assume that the functor F : Set ! Set preserves weak pullbacks.
Denition 6 ([5]). A (parity) alternating F-automaton is a tuple (A;a0;;
)
with A a nite set of states, a0 the initial state,  : A ! PPFA the transition
function and 
 : A ! ! a parity map. If for all a 2 A, all elements of (a) are
singletons, the automaton is called non-deterministic. Also, if for all a 2 A, (a)
is of the form ff'agg for some 'a 2 FA, the automaton is called deterministic.
Denition 7 ([5]). Given an F-automaton A = (A;a0;;
) and an F-coalgebra
S = (S;), the acceptance game G(A;S) is the parity game dened by:
Position: b Player: P(b) Admissible moves: E[b] Priority
(s;a) 2 S  A 9 f(s;) 2 S  P(FA) j  2 (a)g 
(a)
(s;) 2 S  P(FA) 8 f(s;') 2 S  FA j ' 2 g 0
(s;') 2 S  FA 9 f(Z  S  A j ((s);') 2 Rel(F)(Z)g 0
Z 2 P(S  A) 8 Z 08
The automaton A is said to accept a pointed coalgebra (S;s0) if (s0;a0) is a
winning position for 9 in G(A;S).
Positions (s;a) 2 S A of the acceptance game are called basic positions. Here,
the aim of 9 is to show that the state s of the coalgebra ts the description
provided by the state a of the automaton. The game also contains intermediary
positions of three other types. Before arriving at a basic position again, 9 must
provide a witnessing relation Z  S  A in a position of type S  FA.
The game G(A;S) is closely related to the bisimulation game of [1].
Denition 8 ([1]). Let S = (S;) and S0 = (S0;0) be two F-coalgebras. The
bisimulation game B(S;S0) is the graph game dened by:
Position: b Player: P(b) Admissible moves: E[b]
(s;s0) 2 S  S0 9 fZ  S  S0 j ((s);(s0)) 2 Rel(F)(Z)g
Z  S  S0 8 Z
Finite plays of B(S;S0) are lost by the player who can not move, whereas innite
plays are won by 9.
[1] shows that the bisimilarity of two states s 2 S and s0 2 S0 is equivalent to
the existence of a winning strategy for 9 from position (s;s0) in B(S;S0).
For a deterministic automaton A, the acceptance game G(A;S) is essentially
the bisimulation game B(S;A0), where A0 = (A;;a0) is the F-coalgebra given
by (a) = 'a for a 2 A. However, for arbitrary alternating automata, 9 and 8
must play a small sub-game in each round starting in a basic position, in order
to arrive at a position where 9 must provide a witnessing relation Z. The rst
occurrence of the powerset functor in the codomain of the transition function of
an alternating automaton indicates a choice for 9 in this sub-game, whereas the
second occurrence of P indicates a choice for 8. In the case of non-deterministic
automata, 8 has no real choice while playing the previously-mentioned sub-game.
Remark 9. Any nite, pointed F-coalgebra S = (S;;s0) can be turned into an
F-automaton AS;s0 = (S;s0;;
0), where (s) = ff(s)gg and 
0(s) = 0
for s 2 S. Moreover, this automaton accepts a pointed F-coalgebra (D;;d0) if
and only if the states s0 and d0 are bisimilar (see e.g. [8] for details).
Automata that account for the satisfaction of coalgebraic -calculus formulas
by states of F-coalgebras were considered in [3]. For a set  of monotone pred-
icate liftings for F, -automata dier from F-automata in that their transition
functions have type A ! L0(A), with L0(X) the set of lattice terms over
X. In the acceptance game for a -automaton, the aim of 9 is to show that a
pointed coalgebra satises the formula encoded by the automaton. Thus, occur-
rences of conjunction in the lattice terms used to dene the transition function
of a -automaton correspond to choices of 8 in the associated acceptance game,
whereas occurrences of disjunction correspond to choices of 9. These choices are,
however, made implicit by the presentation of the acceptance game given below.9
Denition 10 ([3]). Let  be a set of monotone predicate liftings for F. A
-automaton is a tuple (A;a0;;
) with A a nite set of states, a0 the initial
state,  : A ! L0(A) the transition function and 
 : A ! ! a parity map.
The following is a slight reformulation of the acceptance game for a -automaton:
Denition 11 ([3]). Given a -automaton A = (A;a0;;
) and an F-coalgebra
S = (S;), the acceptance game G(A;S) is the parity game dened by:
Position: b Player: P(b) Admissible moves: E[b] Priority
(s;a) 2 S  A 9 f(Z  S  A j (s) 2 J(a)K
1
Zg 
(a)
Z 2 P(S  A) 8 Z 0
where for Z  S  A and ' 2 L0(A), J'K
1
Z 2 P(FS) is dened inductively by
J[](a1;:::;an)K
1
Z = S(Ja1KZ;:::;JanKZ)
and the usual clauses for conjunction and disjunction. Here, JaKZ 2 PS is given
by JaKZ := fs 2 S j (s;a) 2 Zg, for a 2 A. The automaton A is said to accept a
pointed coalgebra (S;s0) if (s0;a0) is a winning position for 9 in G(A;S).
As shown in [3], any coalgebraic -calculus formula ' can be mapped to a -
automaton accepting precisely the pointed F-coalgebras that satisfy '.
3 Automata-Based Characterisation of Maximal Traces
We now provide an automata-theoretic characterisation of the set of maximal
traces of a pointed P+  F-coalgebra (X;;x0) with nite carrier, by dening
a non-deterministic F-automaton that accepts exactly those traces (elements of
the nal F-coalgebra) which belong to tr(x0). The construction of this automa-
ton is straightforward: we simply regard the coalgebra map  as the transition
function of a non-deterministic F-automaton with a trivial parity map. As a
result, for each trace of x0, 9's moves in basic positions (z;x) of the acceptance
game for this F-automaton can be chosen so as to select precisely the values
y 2 (x) that generate the given trace.
In what follows, F is assumed to be a polynomial and standard functor
(hence pullback and non-empty intersection preserving), and  : FP+ =) P+F
is assumed to be as in (2). Both restrictions are required in order to make use
of the alternative denition of the trace map of a P+ F-coalgebra given in (3).
Denition 12. The trace automaton induced by a pointed P+  F-coalgebra
(X;;x0) is the non-deterministic F-automaton X = (X;;x0;
0) where:
{  : X ! PPFX is given by (x) = ffyg j y 2 (x)g for x 2 X,
{ 
0 : X ! ! is given by 
0(x) = 0 for x 2 X.
This denition should be compared with that of the automaton in Remark 9 {
the dierence is that the non-determinism provided by the coalgebra  is now
used to provide a non-deterministic F-automaton, as opposed to a deterministic
P+  F-automaton. Our rst main result can now be stated as follows.10
Theorem 13. Let (X;;x0) be a pointed P+F-coalgebra, and let (Z;) denote
the nal F-coalgebra. Then, for z0 2 Z, z0 2 tr(x0) i X accepts the pointed
coalgebra (Z;;z0).
To prove this result we need the following denition.
Denition 14. For y 2 FY , let
Base(y) :=
\
fY 0  Y j y 2 FY 0g
For (z;y) 2 FZ  FY such that (z;y) 2 Rel(F)(R) for some R  Z  Y , let
Base(z;y) :=
\
fR  Z  Y j (z;y) 2 Rel(F)(R)g
The preservation of non-empty intersections by F gives y 2 FBase(y). Thus,
Base(y) is the smallest set Y 0 with the property that y 2 FY 0. Similarly, one
can show by induction on the structure of the polynomial functor F that Rel(F)
preserves non-empty intersections. As a result, whenever Base(z;y) exists, it is
the smallest relation R with the property that (z;y) 2 Rel(F)(R). We now return
to the proof of Theorem 13 which, due to space limitations, is only outlined here.
Proof (sketch). For the if direction, let S denote a winning strategy for 9 in
G(X;(Z;;z0)), and assume w.l.o.g. that S prescribes the smallest possible
witnessing relations, namely Base((z);y), in positions (z;y) 2 Z  FX. The
S-conform G(X;(Z;;z0))-plays can now be visualised as branches of the fol-
lowing tree (where positions in which 8 has no choice have been omitted):
:::
(z1;x1)
9// (z1;y1)
9// Base((z1);y1)
8 44
8 ((
. . .
(z0;x0)
9// (z0;y0)
9// Base((z0);y0)
8 55
8 ))
. . .
...
...
(z0
1;x0
1)
9// (z0
1;y0
1)
9// Base((z0
1);y0
1)
8 66
8 **
. . .
:::
9's moves provided by S can then be used to dene an F-coalgebra structure
 : D ! FD on the set D of basic positions reachable from (z0;x0) through an S-
conform G(X;(Z;;z0))-play. Moreover, the winning strategy S can be mirrored
in the bisimulation game B((Z;;z0);(D;;(z0;x0))), by letting 9 move in a
position (z;(z;x)) to the position f(z0;(z0;x0)) j (z0;x0) 2 Base((z);y)g, where
(z;y) is the move prescribed by S in position (z;x). This yields a winning strategy
for 9 in the bisimulation game, and hence (Z;;z0)  (D;;(z;x0)). Using this
and the denition of  given in (2), once can show that i(z0) 2 i(x0) for i 2 !,
which nally yields z0 2 tr(x0) by the denition of tr in (1).
For the only if direction one can prove more generally that, for x 2 X
and z 2 tr(x), 9 has a (history-free) winning strategy from position (z;x) in
G(X;(Z;;z0)). The key idea is to make use of the following property of the
trace map, as proved in [4]:
f(z) j z 2 tr(x)g =
[
fZ((Ftr)(y)) j y 2 (x)g11
for each x 2 X. Using the above, z 2 tr(x) yields some y 2 (x) such that (z) 2
Z((Ftr)(y)). This, in turn, yields a suitable choice of a trace zx0 2 tr(x0) for
each x0 2 Base(y). Our winning strategy now requires 9 to move in position
(z;x) to (z;y) and then immediately to the relation f(zx0;x0) j x0 2 Base(y)g.
Clearly this guarantees that 9 will never be stuck in a play, and since all innite
G(X;(Z;;z0))-plays are won by 9, it follows that the proposed strategy is a
winning strategy for 9 in G(X;(Z;;z0)). u t
Remark 15. Under the assumption that the coalgebra (X;) contains no du-
plicates (see Denition 16), an alternative proof of the previous result can be
given by showing that the coalgebra (D;) constructed in the above proof is a
sub-coalgebra of the coalgebra (U;) dened in Section 2.
4 Model Checking Linear Coalgebraic Temporal Logics
This section denes a regular graph game, called the non-emptiness game, for
deciding whether a formula ' of a linear coalgebraic temporal logic (induced
by a set  of predicate liftings for F) holds in a nite, pointed P+ F-coalgebra
X. We represent the negation of the formula ' as a -automaton4, and use the
non-deterministic F-automaton induced by X as a description of its traces. The
game we dene has the property that winning strategies of 9 correspond to traces
of X that are accepted by the -automaton. Thus, the existence of a winning
strategy for 9 is equivalent to the formula ' not holding in X, while the winning
strategy itself provides a counter-example for the statement X j= '.
Although such a game can be dened for any pointed P+ F-coalgebra, the
game has a much simpler presentation for coalgebras with no duplicates. We will
therefore only dene the game for such coalgebras, and show that any P+  F-
coalgebra with nite carrier can be transformed into a P+  F-coalgebra with
no duplicates, and whose carrier is still nite. The next denition formalises the
idea of a state x occurring more than once in some y 2 FX.
Denition 16. A P+F-coalgebra (X;) contains duplicates if there exist u 2
X, y 2 (u), x 2 Base(y) and y0 2 F(X + 1) such that:
{ 1(x);2() 2 Base(y0),
{ y = F[1X;x](y0) (where x : 1 ! X maps  to x).
We then call y 2 FX a duplicate type of (X;), and x a duplicate state of y.
Thus, an F-coalgebra (X;) contains duplicates if there exist x;u 2 X and
y 2 (u) such that x occurs at least twice in y.
Example 17. Let F = f0;1g+IdId. The elements of the nal F-coalgebra are
(possibly innite) binary trees with leaves labelled by either 0 or 1. Now let (X;)
be the P+  F-coalgebra given by X = fx0;xg, (x0) = f(x;x)g, (x) = f0;1g.
In this case, (x;x) is a duplicate type of (X;), and x is a duplicate state of
(x;x). We also note in passing that in this case, tr(x) = f0;1g, whereas tr(x0)
consists of all four binary trees of depth 1 with leaves labelled by either 0 or 1.
4 We assume that  contains enough predicate liftings to encode negations of formulas.12
Lemma 18. Assume that F preserves nite sets5. There exists an eective pro-
cedure translating any P+ F-coalgebra (X;) with nite carrier into a P+ F-
coalgebra (X0;0) with nite carrier and no duplicates, and with a surjective
P+  F-coalgebra homomorphism  : (X0;0) ! (X;).
The next denition will allow the formulation of the winning condition for the
non-emptiness game.
Denition 19. Let 
 : A ! ! be a parity map. A trace through a sequence of
relations (Ri)i2! with Ri  AA for i 2 ! is an innite sequence (ai)i2! 2 A!
such that (ai;ai+1) 2 Ri for each i 2 !. A trace (ai)i2! through (Ri)i2! is called
bad w.r.t. 
 if maxfk j k = 
(ai) for innitely many i 2 !g is odd.
Denition 20. Let X = (X;;x0) be a pointed P+  F-coalgebra with no du-
plicates, and let A = (A;a0;;
) be a -automaton. The non-emptiness game
G6=;(X;A) is the graph game dened by:
Position Player Admissible moves
(x;R) 2 X  P(A  A) 9 f(y;ran(R)) 2 FX  PA j y 2 (x)g
(y;A0) 2 FX  PA 9 f(Base(y);Z) j Z : A0 ! P(Base(y)  A)
s.t. y 2 J(a)KZa for a 2 A0g
(B;Z) 2 P(X)  P(X  A)A
0
8 f(x;
S
a2A0f(a;a0) j (x;a0) 2 Zag) j x 2 Bg
with initial position (x0;f(a0;a0)g), where ran(R) denotes the range of the rela-
tion R. An innite match with basic positions (x0;R0);(x1;R1);::: is won by 9
if and only if no trace through the sequence of relations R0R1 ::: is bad w.r.t. 
.
The basic positions of G6=;(X;A) are given by pairs consisting of a state x 2 X
and a relation R  AA, whereas the witnessing relations for positions of type
(y;A0) can be regarded as families of functions of type Za : X ! P(A) (one for
each a 2 A0). To explain the reasons behind this denition and the assumption
that X has no duplicates, let us imagine that the initial position of G6=;(X;A)
was (x0;a0) (the obvious choice, given that 9's goal in this game is to prove that
x0 admits a trace that "satises the formula a0"). In this position, 9 would have
to provide a choice of y0 2 (x0) that "makes the formula a0 true". This move
would be followed by 9 providing a witnessing relation Z  X  A for (y0;a0).
However, the play would not be able to continue with 8 choosing an element of
this relation, which would then result in a new basic position (x1;a1), since in
situations where several pairs in Z have the same rst component x1 2 X, the
second components of those pairs may or may not need to be satised by the
same trace of x1. If x1 is not a duplicate state of y0, it is clear that a single
trace of x1 should make all formulas a1 with (x1;a1) 2 Z true. If, on the other
hand, x1 is a duplicate state of y0, dierent occurrences of x1 could (and might
need to) be unfolded in dierent ways in order to satisfy a0 in y0. For instance,
5 This further restricts polynomial functors by only allowing nite exponents and nite
constant functors. However, the restriction to nite constant functors is superuous.13
given the pointed coalgebra (X;;x0) of Example 17, a -automaton could be
devised that accepts only traces with both 0 and 1 as leaves, and to obtain a
trace of x0 with this property, dierent traces of x would need to be considered
for the two occurrences of x in (x0). In the presence of duplicate states, the
witnessing relation Z does not provide sucient information to decide which
formulas should hold for which unfoldings. On the other hand, by assuming
that (X;) has no duplicates, it becomes much easier to dene 9's possible
moves in positions given by witnessing relations Z: all pairs in Z with the same
rst component x1 must be witnessed by the same choice of y1 2 (x1). Now
to accommodate this, 9's moves in basic positions would have to be of type
Z : X ! P(A). However, to dene a winning condition for innite games, we
would have to assign priorities to basic positions of type (x;A0) with A0 2 P(A),
which is not possible in a meaningful way. We therefore take the fairly standard
approach of using traces through sequences of relations for dening the winning
condition. This leads to basic positions of type XP(AA), where in a position
(x;R), 9's goal is to prove true all formulas in ran(R). Finally, the presence of
Base(y) in the denition of admissible moves for 9 in positions (y;A0) is justied
by the fact that only pairs (x;a0) with x 2 Base(y) are relevant to the satisfaction
by y 2 FX of the formula represented by a.
Remark 21. A version of the non-emptiness game that also applies to coalgebras
with duplicates could be dened by moving from witnessing relations of type
Za 2 P(X  A) (or Za : X ! P(A)) to witnessing relations of type Z : X !
P(P(A)), where elements of A that must be simultaneously satised on some
trace of x are grouped appropriately in Za(x). However, the conditions specifying
that Z is a witnessing relation would become much more complex.
The non-emptiness game proceeds as follows:
{ in a basic position (x;R) (in which 9 must show that some trace of x makes
all formulas in ran(R) true), 9 chooses y 2 (x) and moves to (y;ran(R));
{ in a position (y;A0) (in which 9 must show that a suitable choice of trace
for each x 2 Base(y) makes all formulas in A0 true), 9 provides a suitable
witnessing relation Za  X  A for each formula a 2 A0;
{ in a position (B;Z) with Z : A0 ! P(B  A), 8 chooses some x 2 B
and collects all second components of pairs (x;a0) in one of the Zas { these
formulas must all be satised by the same trace of x. The resulting position
records the corresponding a for a pair (x;a0), to be used in the formulation
of the winning condition. The game is now again in a basic position.
The game G6=;(X;A) is !-regular: there exists a parity P(AA)-word automaton
accepting exactly those sequences of relations which do not contain a bad trace.
The second main result of the paper now states that winning strategies for
9 in G6=;(X;A) correspond to traces of X that are accepted by A. This is proved
with the help of the following lemma.
Lemma 22. Let (X;) be a P+ F-coalgebra with no duplicates, and let (U;)
be the F-coalgebra dened in Section 2. Then, states u 2 U are in one-to-one14
correspondence with innite trees of the following shape:
:::
x1 // y1
77
##
. . .
x0 // y0
??

. . .
...
...
x0
1 // y0
1
<<
''
. . .
:::
(4)
with yi 2 i(xi) and with one child of yi for each xi+1 2 Base(yi).
Theorem 23. Let X = (X;;x0) be a pointed P+  F-coalgebra and let A =
(A;a0;;
) be a -automaton. Then 9 has a winning strategy in G6=;(X;A) i
there exists a trace z 2 tr(x0) such that (Z;;z) is accepted by A.
Proof (sketch). For the only if direction, let S denote a winning strategy for 9
in G6=;(X;A), and observe that S-conform G6=;(X;A)-plays can be visualised as
branches of the following tree:
:::
(x1;R1)
9// (y1;A1)
9// (Base(y1);Z1)
8 44
8 ((
. . .
(x0;R0)
9// (y0;A0)
9// (Base(y0);Z0)
8 55
8 ))
. . .
...
...
(x0
1;R0
1)
9// (y0
1;A0
1)
9// (Base(y0
1);Z0
1)
8 66
8 **
. . .
:::
where each node of type (Base(yi);Zi) has exactly one child for each xi+1 2
Base(yi). A subtree of this tree rooted in some (xi;Ri) determines an innite
tree of the type required by Lemma 22, and this, in turn, yields a state ui 2 U.
Moreover, u0 describes the desired behaviour of a trace of x0 that is accepted
by the automaton A, since the above tree provides winning strategies for 9
in each of the acceptance games G(X;(U;;u0)) and G(A;(U;;u0)). On the
one hand, S-conform G6=;(X;A)-plays can be mirrored in the acceptance game
G(X;(U;;u0)) by letting 9 move in a position (xi;ui) to the witnessing relation
f(xi+1;ui+1) j xi+1 2 Base(yi)g, and this yields a winning strategy for 9 in
G(X;(U;;u0)). On the other hand, S-conform G6=;(X;A)-plays can be mirrored
in the acceptance game G(A;(U;;u0)): pairs consisting of a path through the
above tree and a trace through the sequence of relations determined by that path
correspond to G(A;(U;;u0))-plays in which 9 plays essentially the witnessing
relations Zai (but with xi substituted by ui) in positions of type (ui;ai) with
ai 2 Ai. Moreover, the property that any such path is winning for 9 in G6=;(X;A)
translates to any G(A;(U;;u0))-play that is played according to the proposed
strategy being winning for 9 in G(A;(U;;u0)). Thus, u0 denes a trace of X =
(X;;x0) that satises the property described by the -automaton A.15
For the if direction, note that a trace z 2 tr(x0) such that (Z;;z) is
accepted by A yields an element u0 2 U that is accepted by A (as acceptance
by A is invariant under bisimulation), as well as a winning strategy S for 9 in
the acceptance game G(A;(U;;u0)). Lemma 22 can now be used to obtain an
innite tree similar to that in (4), which, in turn, yields a winning strategy S0 for
9 in G6=;(X;A): the choices of yi 2 (xi) made in the denition of u0 provide the
choices required in basic positions (xi;Ri) reached from (x0;f(a0;a0)g) through
S0-conform plays, whereas in positions of the form (yi;Ai) 2 FX  PA with
Ai = ran(Ri), S0 prescribes that 9 moves to (Base(yi);(Za)a2Ai) with Za 2
P(Base(yi)A) being obtained from 9's S-conform move in the position (ui;a)
of G(A;(U;;u0)), by replacing any ui+1 2 Base(ui) with the corresponding
xi+1. The fact that S is winning for 9 in G(A;(U;;u0)) then results in S0 being
winning for 9 in G6=;(X;A). u t
5 Concluding Remarks
We provided an automata-theoretic characterisation of the set of traces of a
nite, pointed P+  F-coalgebra, with F a polynomial endofunctor. Next, we
dened a regular graph game that can be used to decide whether a formula of a
linear coalgebraic temporal logic (also introduced in this paper) holds in a nite,
pointed P+  F-coalgebra that contains no duplicates.
Future work includes generalising these results to non-polynomial functors F,
studying model-checking algorithms based on such regular games, and extending
the techniques proposed here to more general coalgebraic types and path-based
temporal logics, as considered in [2].
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